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Presentation
Hungry Bear is a deflationary, fully audited and community-driven BEP-20 token built
on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). It was launched on April 12th 2021. Two functions
occur during each trade: Reflection and Burn.

Our Vision

According to the UN, 25,000 people die each day from hunger or related causes.
Hungry bear has for noble mission to solve this issue as well as helping in the
conservation of endangered species.
Providing relief for the economically disadvantaged benefits humanity in many more
ways. With this primary need already fulfilled, people would be able to focus on
growing and leading a worthy life.
The philanthropic aspect of Hungry Bear is a founding pillar as to why we started this
cryptocurrency project. As such, charity donations will be made on a regular basis to
different organizations with a similar vision.
Doing so can only be made possible by remaining a tight-knit community that is
looking to make a difference and sees long-term, by establishing essential and
strategic partnerships as well as demonstrating full transparency over our actions.
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Transparency
KEEPING OUR HOLDERS UPDATED
Transparency at Hungry Bear is paramount, especially in the
BSC environment, where very few projects emphasize on this
principle. We therefore strive to provide confidence for our
holders and future investors through an efficient horizontal
communication with nothing left to chance.
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TOKENOMICS

Available
19%

A.K.A BEAROMICS | CONTRACT ADDRESS (BSC):
0X812FF2420EC87EB40DA80A596F14756ACF98DACC
Marketing
1%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AT LAUNCH
Total supply : 1,000,000,000,000 HUNGRY tokens.
50% burnt forever
10% of the supply locked
20% allocated to presale
1% dedicated to the marketing wallet
Remaining on pancakeswap

Locked
10%

Burnt
50%

Presale
20%
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HUNGRY BEAR
PROTOCOL
During each trade, two simple functions occur: a reflection and a burn. In each trade,
the transaction is taxed a 8% fee, which is split in two ways:

- 5% burnt to the 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
wallet.
- 3% is redistributed to all existing holders.

What it means for our holders
The redistribution amount depends upon the volume of the token being traded. This is done with
the aim to prevent a downwards sell pressure that could be caused by early buyers who have
gotten a higher return on investment.
This mechanism also encourages holders to keep their tokens in their wallet by providing a reward
amount dependant on the total tokens held by the wallet owner.
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MARKETING AND CHARITY
WALLETS
Functioning Principle

Spending

Charity funding

1% of the token supply has been allocated for
Marketing as well as holding charities.
Marketing is essential for the project as it
allows us to raise awareness to bring in more
holders, to grow and ultimately deliver on our
main mission.
The budget is tightly controlled and the funds
release takes into account 3 variables:
The 3% reflection of all the trades
The Trading volume
$HUNGRY's price

As more trading volume occurs and the price is
healthily rising, funds necessary to pay for
certain operations would be released
incrementally and proportionally to these 3
variables, in order not to hurt the momentum.
Moreover, the 3% redistribution of other trades
would provide this wallet with more funds
without emptying the core initial amount.
This allows the team to withdraw the
necessary funds in a sustainable manner
without burning the budget.

Charities will be organized by unlocking funds
from the marketing wallet and raising these
funds on a regular and periodical basis.
Since we are a 100% community-driven
project, there will also be a crowdfunding
wallet so that every holder can contribute to
the amount they can afford.
All expenses are readily available on BscScan
with details being shown in public on our
announcement channels.

NOTE: The team has burnt an additional 3 Trillion $HUNGRY to the dead address, decided by a community poll vote.There will be no future manual burns
from the marketing wallet unless marketing conditions require and or hungry Bear is organically self sustaining.
This is not to be confused with the tokens that burn automatically from every transaction.
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On April 12th 2021, Hungry Bear organised a presale through dxSale:
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/defipresale?saleID=865&chain=BSC
200T $HUNGRY tokens were reserved for this presale, with a Soft cap of 100BNB and
a Hard cap of 350BNB.

Fair presale

Presale Launch

During the presale, 1BNB would give 574,100,000,000 HUNGRY compared to
500,000,000,000 HUNGRY at launch.
This small difference would deter day traders from selling right after thanks to the 8%
transaction fee.
With a minimum of 0.1BNB and a maximum contribution of 4BNB per person, we
ensured that everyone could purchase equitably according to their budget.
The presale link was given to the community a few seconds before it was completed
within 30 seconds, thus being a real success and launching on Pancake Swap shortly
after.
The team could not purchase their own tokens at presale and therefore had no other
interest than to provide a fair preferential launch to the community.
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Liquidity lock
YOUR FUNDS ARE SAFU

On April 12th 2021, 10% of the total supply of $HUNGRY tokens were locked through DxSale:
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=865&add=0&type=lpdefi&chain=BSC
More tokens will be locked as the project grows and is self-sustaining.
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PT 1

ROADMAP
PUSHING INNOVATION FORWARDS

Functioning website
Social Media pages
Audit through TechRate
Apply for CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko

PT 2

BSCscan logo approved
Apply for TrustWallet logo
Listing on HotBIT exchange: Listing on 04/27/2021
Donations to the Grizzly Bear Foundation

PT 3

Create relationships with youtubers and influencers
Listing on to different exchanges
Official HUNGRY BEAR merchandise
Expanded charity contributions

PT 4

FINAL

NFT and Games
Partnerships
GrizzlySwap DEX
BearScan
Community crowdfunding
Long Established Institutional Partnerships
Becoming a Household name
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LEGEND
Completed

In Progress

HOW WE WILL DELIVER
Solving world hunger as well as preserving Grizzly bears is not an easy task. That is why we have established a partnership with the
Grizzly Bear Foundation as well as liaising with childrens hospital, food shelters etc. to get things done as soon as possible. In order
to keep these donations as sustainable and consistent as possible, Hungry Bear needs to reach a certain level of stability.

More Strategic
Stakeholders

Deploying to other
Markets

Consolidating the
partnerships

Community
Strengthening

To reach a positive and
stable price growth,
which will in return
attract even more
investors. Partnering
with Influencers and
pushing a large-scale
marketing strategy.

New exchanges as well
as locations, eg. Chinese,
Japanese, Russian and
Turkish etc. in order to
facilitate the adoption of
our token.

Made possible by
multiplying the
awareness and
marketing campaigns

Dynamically organize
community events and
AMAs to provide an
horizontal and
transparent
communication as well
as reinforcing the Hungry
Bear culture.

Tech Innovation
Building more solutions
around Hungry Bear,
with market-disruptive
and problem-solving
attributes
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GRIZZLYSWAP
GrizzlySwap is a proposed prototype of HungryBear's next level
Decentralised-Exchange (DEX) based on an automated liquidity protocol,
providing our users with a clean and intuitive experience when swapping
their tokens.

Why launching a DEX?
Having full control over the destiny of our project is essential. It eliminates the need to depend
on third-parties, therefore prioritizing decentralization, security, and trust.
Grizzlyswap would also attract more and more token projects. Therefore securing a longlasting partnership and a bright future for Hungry Bear.

GrizzlySwap's core liquidity concept
Each pair manages a liquidity pool composed of reserves of two BEP-20 tokens. Anyone can
contribute to these pools and therefore become a Liquidity provider by depositing an equivalent
value of each token in a given pair in return for Honey Liquidity Provider tokens (Honey LP
shares). These tokens track LP shares on a pro rata basis of the total reserves and can be
exchanged for the corresponding pair asset at any time.
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GRIZZLYSWAP KEY FUNCTIONALITIES
Staking pools rewarding traders even more by
receiving residual income in BNB.
Built-in liquidity locking option
Anti-dumping technology that is embedded into every
pair that can temporarily set sell limits to stabilize
trading and minimize price manipulation.
Front running bot protection

When GrizzlySwap?
Currently, GrizzlySwap is still being designed, with more and more partnerships being
done and more options being weighted. All updates regarding the advancements of
the DEX will be made public on our announcement channels.
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BEARSCAN
NEXT-LEVEL CHART VISUALIZER
BearScan is part of Hungry Bear's project of creating a chart viewer, allowing people to view
every BSC token's chart and Buys/Sells in real time

BearScan Core Concepts
Clean and Intuitive UX

Added Value

Diversification

Providing a clear experience for
our users is our priority as well
as transparent information with
all core functionalities free. There
will be no hidden fees for the
premium version.

Get the $USD or BNB value of the
tokens by connecting your wallet.

Obtaining a new stream
of income to fund our
charities by displaying
token advertisements.

When BearScan?

Providing an efficient and
professional service for other
tokens wanting to partner up.
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The core team is currently liaising with more developers in order to build the platform. There is currently no ETA.
All advancements will be made publicly available to anyone.

MORE IMPROVEMENTS
Hungry Bear iOS game
Because it's not always about serious work, it should also be fun! Stay tuned for more information
regarding the iOS game. The bear is far from hibernating!

More and more solutions will be built around the project on a roll. Which gives our current and future
investors enough events to look forward to. Hungry Bear's reputation will be unprecedented, as we
will raise the first truly community-driven project. We will deliver on a consistent and stable manner.
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Join us!
GET TO KNOW OUR COMMUNITY

Email
support@hungrybear.finance

Website
https://hungrybear.finance/

Telegram
https://t.me/hungrybearofficial
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